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SF WAREHOUSEMEN DEMAND 25c
Local 6 Will
Open Clause
On Vacations
SAN FRANCISCO — At the
largest convention in Local 6 history—the 12th Annual Contract
and Constitutional Convention,
held March 2 — approximately
700 delegates voted enthusiastically to recommend a 25 cents
per hour wage demand to the
membership, decided on a classification and skilled 'differential
proposal, and voted to open up
the vacation clause in the contract.

—Ili,patcher Photo.

Caught by the camera behind the speaker's rostrum at the big Local 6 Convention in San Francisco
on March 2 were, left to right, ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt, Local 6 Business Agent
Joe Blasquez, Local 10 President Robert Rohatch, Local 6 Dispatcher Billy Lufrano, Local 6 Business Agents Paul Heide
and Bill Burke and ILWU President Harry Bridges.

On Stage

LA Warehousemen Settle Drug Strike with 120e Across the Board
LOS ANGELES—Members of ILWU
Local 26 in the wholesale drug industry
ended a 2 week strike against 10
Southern California drug plants F/liday
morning, March 15 after a strike meeting on Wednesday had voted 196 to 91
to accept an offer of 12 cents an hour
increase across the board and a oneyear contract.
A second vote on the negotiating
committee's recommendation to accept
the offer was unanimous. Unity, determination and militancy of the strikers
was shown at the strike meeting March
8 which gave the negotiations-strike
strategy committee and its plans a vote
of confidence with only one dissenting
vote. After marathon negotiations sessions with management in efforts to
break through- the 12 cents an hour
.ceiling the comittee recommended that
the strikers accept the offer and begin
planning for next year's porgram.
The March 8 meeting heard ILWU
International Vice-president Bob Robertson promise the support• of' the
ILWU and organized labor if the strikers "tightened their ranks and led the
fight against the employers.
"And when we go back to work, we'll
go back united," he added.
ILWU Local 13 President Bill Lawrence told the strikers that "Longshoremen will help you." He told of
plans for meetings between the leadership of Local 13 and of Local 26 during
the strike, and promised extra longshore work for strikers whose need
was greatest and whose picket cards

showed- they were active in strike North Hollywood and Long Beach.
duties.
Companies involved in the strike
Sixty strikers, taken on a percentage were paying a base rate of $1.82%,
basis from the struck plants, were given while warehouses of those same comextra longshore work Monday; and panies in the San Francisco area pay a
others were given work during the week. base, rate of $1,97% cents with fringe
Reports from the picket lines were benefits which bring the hourly rate to
given, and showed the increasing ability $2.181/2 rents. Thrifty Drug here, under
of pickets to stop trucks from going contract to Local 26, pays a base rate
through. AFL Teamster officials have of $2.12 in wages with fringe benfits
visited the picket lines and assured bringing hourly pay to $2.24 an hour.
strikers of their support.
Stewards from other plants under
contract to Local 26 were present and
pledged their support for the duration
of the strike, and made cash contributions from their plants totaling $335.90.
WILMINGTON
Eleven new memHighest single contribution was a col- bers were initiated into the Marine
lection taken at Thrifty Drug of $167.00. Clerks Association, ILWU, Local 63, at
Warehouses struck were Brunswig their last regular membership meeting
Drug, Los Angeles and San Diego; Mc- this week.
Kesson ez Robbins, Los _Angeles, North
In addition 46 marine, clerks were
Hollywood, East Los Angeles, North placed on the "8" registration list durLong Beach and San Diego; Morgan ing the first week of March.
and Sampson,' Los Angeles, and Los AnMembers of Local 6.3's labor relations
geles Drug, L.A. and Alhambra.
committee, consisting of George Bond,,
Women's Auxiliary 28 went into Claude Stotts, Jr. and W. B. Piercy, Jr.,
action the first day of the strike to local president and business agent, were
•
bring hot food to the pickets; and elected as delegates to the forthcoming
had five kitchen trailers established at TLWU convention, due to open April 1
the larger warehouses in Los Angeles, in San Francisco.

Wilmington Clerks
Initiate 11 Members

Who Said It?
."Yes, I am in favor of trading with Communist China. I feel
that in the case of Communist China, if China wants to trade in
those materials that are non-strategic in their nature, that we
should trade."
'(See Back Page for Name of Author.)

Other major convention actions included the adoption of an expanded
budget and the unanimous acceptance
of a long-awaited Minority Integration
report, which was originally ordered
by the 11th convention the year before.
(The full text of the Minorityintegration report can be found on page 3.)
BRIDGES, MAYORS SPEAK
The convention was greeted by the
two top officials of the biggest Bay
Area cities where most of Local 6 members work, Mayor George Christopher
of San Francisco and Mayor Clifford
E. Rishell of Oakland.
ILWU President Harry Bridges delivered a report which laid stress on
the fact that the present attack on
the leadership of the Teamsters Union
might easily spread into a political
attack on other unions and might be
an opening wedge for restrictive federal and state legislation aimed at
hamstringing unions.
Speaking of the current headlines
regarding the investigation of certain
Teamster officials, Bridges said:
"There Is nothing wrong with the
Teamster Union that a dose of rank
and file control could not cure. Regardless of our feelings about some of the
Teamster leaders, we have no business
sitting around smugly watching reactionary politicians attack this union."
Two other speakers from the International, both members of Local 6,
were Vice President J. R. (Bob) Robertson and Secretary-Treasurer Louis
Goldblatt.
Robertson stressed in his brief talk
the need to intensify the effort to oreanize more workers. An organizing
drive is now under way in the Bay Area
with four organizers in the field, under
the direction of Regional Director Bill
Chester and Robertson.
Goldblatt spoke about the recommended wage increase demand and
warned that such a proposal must be
backed by the full strength of the membership. Otherwise, he said, a demand
for 25 cents per hour increase would
be given no consideration by employers
who are at present being en6ouraged
by President Eisenhower to "hold the
line" on wages as -an alleged antidote
to inflation.
HIGH PROFITS AT FAULT
This same subject—wages and prices
—was one of a number of key issues
discussed by Charles (Chili) Duarte,
Local 6 president, in his report to the
convention.
"The background of our wage demand in 1957," Duarte said, "Is the
fact that today the cost of living is
(Continued on Page 11)
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Dream Stuff

By Harry Bridges
ITH ALL the Congressional investigations of trade union-

W

ists and others going on these days, and the many conMeting statements about what rights a witness has or doesn't
'lave before one of these committees, it wouldn't be a bad idea
to nail down just what the Fifth Amendment is and why it was
ncluded in the Bill of Rights to the-Constitution.
Just a few weeks ago Judge Medina, the jurist who made
his name when he sat on the first trial of the Communist lead:Ts, sounded forth on the Fifth Amendment. Medina has made a
Career out'of his anti-communism, and it has already elevated him
in -the federal courts. So he can't be called a red or a pink or
anything close to it.
Yet, Medina told an audience at the, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
that before he'd go for any tampering with the Fifth Amendment he'd 'rather see every Communist and alleged Communist
in the land go around unhampered.'That's something from him.
What Medina was reminding his listeners of was the fundamental importance of this part of our law which permits a wit'
ness to decline to answer a question if he believes that to dd so
would be degrading, self-accusing or ,self-incriminating.
The Fifth Amendment was written into the Bill of Rights
for the protection of the accused; it is there for the innocent
even more than for the guilty. It is also there for the accused,
the person whose guilt is not yet proven by evidence.
That is why the McCarthy charge that anyone who uses the
protection of the Constitution "has something to hide" is so
phoney. To make the Fifth Amendment equal to proven guilt is
to rob the privilege of whatever value or hurpose it has.
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UT OF the ravings of a senile retired gen- do so because it could not then have sustained
eral, out of the frustrations of a spurned Its preconceived findings.- Bridges asked to be
governor, out of the drivel of a half-cracked allowed to testify. Bridges was turned down.
columnist and out of the stuff of which dreams Obviously, the committee was afraid to hear
are made, the Senate subcommittee on internal him.
, *
security, headed by 01' Massa Jim Eastland,
has fashioned a report on Hawaii that rivals
OR THE information of the committee—not
Hitler's wildest concoctions.
that it cares to hear it—the ILWU is a
The Eastland committee went to Hawaii to
democratic union. Bridges doesn't and can't
make a finding. The finding was decided upon
"call" strikes. Neither can any other officer
before the committee bought (at taxpayers'
of the union. Strikes, when they are necessary,
expense) its tickets. The purpose of the findby the men who have to do the
ing was to torpedo statehood for Hawaii. The are voted
Striking—not by the officers of the union.
excuse for the finding was the ILWU.
The officers of the ILWU can say they think
Why the ILWU? Well, Senator Eastland and
a strike is in order in a situation. In fact, it
his fellow southerners had a reason. The
their duty to say so when tizey think it right.
ILWU-or, rather, the rank and file of.ILWU is
But
the men and.women who own and operate
in Hawaii used their solidarity and strength
the union can agree or disagree and that's it.
to make some significant changes with respect
The Eastland committee didn't want to hear
to wages, working conditions and dignity—to
this. It Wouldn't -fit in with what it wanted
the end that they began to get some decant
to find.
conditions and wages on the docks and plantaThe Eastland committee insulted not only
tions and in the mills.
the members of ILWU in its report, it also
On the plantations, too! Mr. Eastland took
insulted the people of Hawaii and also and
alarm. Naturally. Being himself a plantation
especially the Hawaiian Territorial legislature.
owner, Mr. Eastland could understandably be
It accused the latter of being•ILWU-controlled,
worried about plantation workers, especially if
which, of course, is nonsense.
any of them got paid for their work. PlantaThe ILWU, as such, controls nothing but Its
tion workers might learn from Hawaii's experiown affairs. Its members, as part of the elecall
of
a
join
Mississippi,
union—in
and
ence
torate, rightly have a voice and influence in
places!
legislative actions and we hope they always
will. We also hope that some day the people
of Mississippi—all the people there—will be
IN HAWAII plantation workers -do getereason- allowed to vote—and vote the bigot of bigots,
ably paid for their work. On Senator East- the demagogue of demogogues, out of public
land's cotton plantation down in Mississippi life.
they get paid if they can catch the paymaster
The whole world is on the move. Mississippi
—and they never do. He's got the old company —and the rest of us—can get along without
store system in operation and his workers never 01'. Massa Jim and his ilk!
get out of his debt. Available reports indicate
Hawaii needs him like a hole in the head.
that a family of four earns about three cents
an hour on the Eastland plantation. And why
don't they quit? A couple of them tried once
and got severely beaten for daring to desert
01' Massa Jim.
Wins Bale*
Pabilaliail lig the lattraatiaarl leassbarewan anal Were
The EaAtland committee, releasing its repbrt
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WATSON,
EDITOR
greatthe
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method and history of operating. It dared not
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I N THE XIND of climate that exists in many of these Congressional hearings with loose charges flying wild, perjuring
"expert" witnesses, and headline-hunting politicians, every witness being grilled is at the mercy of the political ambitions, the
malice and even the blackmail of the investigators. Any man is
a fool not to protect himself from these self-appointed saviours
of American democracy and the American labor movement.
In addition to protectieg yourself from self-incrimination
you have the power to decline to answer questions which are degrading. .
Unfortunately, in many of these committee investigations the
questions are so loaded and so aimed at headlines that the very
putting of the question is degrading.
People are degraded by merely being subjected to the kind
of hostile, baiting interrogations that pass for Congressional
investigations these days.
Hoy often have we in the ILWU been called .by some newspapermen on a fishing expedition and asked to comment on
this rumor or that. Over the years We've learned to say nothing.
Just "no comment." Because usually whether you deny or affirm
•
the rumor it's enough to make into a news story.
The committees, operating on the basis 61 the elastic imagination of some stool pigeon or paid professional, go on the same
kind of fishing expeditions. And they box you in the same wpy.
The latest gimmick which is now being -tried is the granting
of so-called immunity to get around the Fifth Amendment.
This is what the Eastland Committee is trying on three of the
witnesses from the recent Honolulu hearings—Bob McElrath of
the ILWU staff, Myer Symonds who is counsel for the union in
Hawaii and Wilfred Oka, of a news sheet The .11onolulu Record.

HE EASTLAND Committee has announced its plans to get a
court order forcing these three witnesses to testify on the
threat of being jailed for contempt of court if they don't. These
Witnesses are supposed to believe that with the court order they
can safely answer questions with the guarantee from Eastland
and his cotinsel that they will be neither degraded nor liable to
prosecution. But who can believe such promises? It's a fraud.
It's the same old witch hunt technique. You toss the suspected
witches into the village pond. Those who sink and don't return
to the surface are obviously innocent. Those who rise to the surface and try to survive are just as obviously guilty.
We in the ILWU have been through these witchhunts, trials
and investigations for years. We've learned the hard way how
they're used and how crooked and dishonest the enemies of the
union can be when they operate behind a government agency, a
Congressional investigation, or even a CIO trial committee. We
have no illusions about these people who are out to save the rank
and file by weakening and smashing their unions. That's an old
one which keeps on turning up under one disguise or another.
The tragedy is that the threat today is not directed solely at a
union like the ILWU. Any union which refuses to toe the line
will get the treatment. We have warned over the years that this
was in the cards—and that unless the union under attack t'as
rank and file run it would either go under or be forced to conform to the orders from topside.
We take no pleasure from the current investigations or the
targets of these investigations even though some of these targets
have never been particular friends of ours. And what/a disgrace,
this bellowing of Meany and Carey out to prove their purity,
respectability and honesty, to a handful of labor-hating politicians
and employer controlled newspaper editors.
The labor movement has sure come a long way when men like
these speak for the unions of our land. Old Sam Gompers must
be turning in his grave at the spectacle.

T
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SF Warehouse Integration
(Following is the full report of the integration study made by ILWU Warehouse
Union, Local 6 and which was approved by
the local's annual convention on March 2)

An ILWU Local Proudly Presents its
Record of Achievement in Uniting
Workers of all Races and Origins

Our Members Ordered this
Report on Integration
T THE 11th Annual Convention of
Local 6 held in March, 1956, a joint
committee of officers and rank and
file members was designated for the
purpose of evaluating the extent of
minority integration in the Union. The
attached report and the accompanying summary table are a result of that
survey. The survey was conducted
among seniority members in San Francisco, Oakland and Redwood City Divisions. Crockett material was not susceptible of summary. Stockton Division
reported only 3 warehouses.
The decision of the 11th Convention
to order a minority integration survey
was, in a large part, influenced'by a
broad upsurge of Negro militancy that
took place by reason of the United
States Supreme Court decision on the
question of segregation in the public
school system. This decision was a
unanimous Supreme Court decision, delivered by Chief Justice Earl Warren,
which reversed the previous doctrine of
the courts that schools should be "soparate and equal," and held that schools
must be equal in the sense that all
public school facilities were open to all
people on an equal basis without regard
to race, creed or color.
This decision hit the country with explosive force and it set into motion
Negro communities throughout
America who were determined now as
never before to achieve equality and
dignity in all areas of American life.
Behind the rallying cry of "equality"
the courageous fight of Autherine Lucy
at the University of Alabama, to enter
this University, took place. The great
fight of the Negro people in Montgomery, Alabama, to take their place
on munioipal buses without restriction
began, and all over the South Negro
men and women began to insist on their
right to register and vote in city, state
and'federal elections.
This upsurge among Negro people in
communities throughout the country
had obvious political implications. It
became apparent, particularly in the
recent Presidential elections, that the
old Dixiecrat South was cracking up,
and for the first time in a Presidential
election the majority of Southern and
border states went to a Republican,
President Eisenhower,and his moderate
Republicanism. While it is true today
that the Dixiecrats who vote for all
measures to ham-string labor still hold
the majority of chairmanships of committees in both houses, it is also plain
that new political alignments are forming in America in which organized labor
and- the Negro people represent the
main strength and base.

A

Survey Shows a Growing
Maturity in the. Ranks
FINDER these circumstances, it was
the feeling of our last convention
that we should get our own house in
order and examine the state of integration in Local 6 from the point of
view of strengthening weaknesses. It is
the judgment of the local-wide Integration Committee that in spite of certain conspicuous weaknesses, that Local
6 has established a fine record of
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RNI Ordered FEPC as
Democratic War Measure

Textended

Discussion was lively and plentiful at the big Local 6 annual
convention held at 150 Golden Gate Avenue in San Francisco
on March 2. The convention voted to demand a 25 cent hourly increase for
Bay Area warehousemen and approved a report on minority integration which
shows the local way out ahead in the democratic process.

At Mike

achievement in respect to integration.
It is our belief that the survey itself
shows a growing maturity in our ranks.
We believe that Local 6 has set an example for the rest of the community.
We are impatient with trade union leaders who proclaim their belief in the
principle of integration, but whose
actions, or lack pf them, belie any conviction or sincerity.
The ILWU, and Local 6 in particular,
has provided a sustained economic base
for the Negro community throughout
the Bay Area. It is our opinion that this
base must be spread, and jobs must be
provided by other industries and unions,
and we will do all in our power to ad-.
vance a program designed- to aceomplish this purpose. The census for 1950
shows that only 9% of all eitiployed
persons over 14 years of age-were nonwhite (Negroes, Orientals, etc.) in the
Bay Area metropolitan center. This
compares with 28% (Negroes only) in
Local 6 in the same Metropolitan area.
We arc past the time of fine words.
We have a right to insist that other organizations, trade union and civic, join
in the fight to make equality and dignity a reality for the Negro people in
all those communities in which our
members reside.

Hiring Bias was Binned
Soon after Union's Birth
OCAL 6 was founded in August,
1934, and at that time was chartered
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ac vities against any member of t , e
Union, by the Employer, or any one
employed by the Employer."
But there is no question that the
advent of World War II gave the major
impetus to the fight against discrimination, and made possible and inevitable a mass-scale implementation of the
Union constitution and the no-discrimination provisions of the Local 6 contracts. World War 11 began as a challenge, by the Nazi-fascist axis, of the
so-called "decadent democracies" in a
fight on the part of fascism to gain
world control, and wound up in a complete victory for all nations and peoples
who rejected the notion of a "master
race" and the anti-humanitarian doca
trine of fascism.

f -0 LAND AA ARE5N0P1-WiIIT

by the ILA-AFL as Local 38-44. In the
early beginning days of the union only
a handful of Negroes were employed in
the warehouse industry because employers had set up a system of discrimination, and when warehouses were
organized there were no Negro brothers
or sisters to organize in them.
At the end of 1935, after the defeat
of the Joe Ryan leadership of Local 6,
a new constitution was adopted which
prohibited discrimination on grounds
of race, color, creed, etc. This was the
first elementary step in preparing the
way for the huge influx of minorities
which took place during the years of
World War II. Since there were few
Negroes in any division of the local at
that time, the clause was primarily a
statement of principle on the part of an
enlightened and progressive leadership
headed by Harry Bridges and the present International officers.
The Oakland division was an exception to the general rule. In that division,
there were a number of Negroes working in the industry at an early date, and
there, the hiring hall was used to good
effect in preventing discrimination.
Where Negro brothers were rejected
by an employer, all members whose
names were on the dispatch slip would
refuse to go to work until the Negro
brothers were accepted.
The first master contract was won
in a two months struggle in 1938. This
contract provided for no discrimination
because of race, creed or color. In the
second contract, however, which was
negotiated in 1941, there was a separate memorandum of agreement on the
matter of discrimination which provided that upon a charge of discrimination by the union, a joint Union-employer committee would be set up to
investigate such charge. A number of
sighificant victories were won in ensuing years in fights with individual
employers throughout the industry, and
finally in 1944, the present Section 13
of the master contract became and continues as a major fixture in the agreement. The clause reads: "No discrimination. There shall be no discrimination, of any kind because of race,
creed, color, national origin, or Union

0 WIN,the war democracy had to be
and re-vitalized. National
conscription penetrated into all segments of American life, and made equal
demands on the lives of Negroes and
whites. At the same time, the consequent shortage of manpower which developed by reason of conscription resulted in a requirement that jobs be
opened up to Negroes in all industries
without discrimination. On June 25,
1941, the famed Executive Order 8802
was promulgated by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, and for the first time
in American history, Negroes were told
they had a right to work in industry
and that employers could not discriminate against them because of their
color. This was the first governmental
assertion of the Fair Employment Practice principle (FP).
Earlier, and somewhat slowly, starting in 1940 the vast influx of Negro
workers into all divisions of Local 6
began. Local 6 was geared to receive
and integrate these Negro brothers and
sisters into the life of the union, both
by reason of its principles set forth in
the union constitution, and by reason
of its dedication to the war against
fascism. Our rotary hiring halls quickly
'became centers of ,equal employment
opportunity for people of all races,
creeds and colors, and they were among the first union halls to be certified by
the Area War Manpower Commission.
The fact that at war's end some 16
per cent of our membership were
Negroes, while other unions were, and
remain, lily-white, is a fine tribute to
the understanding of the membership
of Local 6, its devotion to tha war effort, and its determination to extend
the principles of democracy to all peoples. It should also be noted that in
the early part of 1044, the permit
system was abolished in Local 6 for
the duration of the war, so that all
workers in the industry were granted
full membership rights in the union.
The battle to achieve the substance ot
the Fair Employment principle was far
from easy. Employers set up all kinds
of standards designed to circumvent
the no-discrimination policies set forth
in the union agreements. They insisted
- on medical examinations, reading tests,
and special qualifications not required
by the contracts. In some cases, our
own members were confused and felt
threatened by the new situation. However, the rotary dispatch system used
in our hiring halls became the bulwark
for enforcing the provisions of our
agreements and fighting sgainst discriminatory efforts on the part of employers.
Companies that attempted to discriminate against Negro members dispatched from our hiring halls soon
found that the same people were dispatched to them over and over again in
answer to each phone call, and eventually, they decided that profits were
more important than their prejudices
and they fell in line, so that the situation in 1940 was such that no employer,
regardless of his secret prejudices,
dared to challenge Section 13 of ow
contracts, and by that time the overwhelming majority of the members tit
our union were vigorously enforcing
Section 13 of the agreements and the
constitution of the union.
(Continued on Page 11),
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L. A. Dockers Appeal for
Blood Bank Donations
WILMINGTON — An emergency
blood drive will be held by ILWU Local
13 on Monday, April 1, from 2:30 to
7:00 p.m. in the union hall.
Despite a good blood drive in December, so many members of the local
and their families have needed blood
that the local's blood bank is now overdrawn by 32 pints. Dues credit is given
for donations.

Local 13 Boy Scouts
Resume Meetings
WILMINGTON — Boy Scout Troop
946, sponsored by ILWU Local 13, has
just returned from a winter camp, and
will resume regular meetings every
Monday night at the Longshoremen's
Dispatch Hall, from 7:15 to 9:15,
Scoutmaster Bob Reinhart (Local 13
member) announced.
Sons of members 11 years or older
are eligible to join.
New Officers for LA Building Assn.
LOS ANGELES — New officers for
1957 were elected February 27 for the
Warehousemen's Building Association,
which owns and operates the ILWU
Local 26 headquarters. They are Joe
Moore, president; Joe Naliwaki, vice
president, and Lou Sherman, secretarytreasurer.

Drug Strike Ended

Pickets of 1LWU Warehouse Union Local 26 in Los Angeles form a solid barrier at
the entrance to the loading docks of Bruntwig Drug. There were similar lines at
the other three entrances to this plant, as well as picket lines set up around the entrances of nine other wholesale
drug plants in Southern California. The strike received all-out support from other sections of ILWU and other unions
in the southland. Picket lines such as the one pictured here effectively stopped most of the flow of merchandise in and
out of the struck drug plants.

Low-Blow Joe Rides Again

McCarthyism Comes Back In New Witchhunt
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Under the
The return to the dark days when the
leadez-ship of Senator James Q. East- junior Senator from Wisconsin was ridland (D-Miss,) the Senate Internal ing high Is getting quiet support from
Security subcommittee is spearheading those elements on Capitol Hill and
a witehhunt that threatens to grow into around the White House which feel
proportions as great as those of the that the slowly growing coalition beheyday of Senator Joseph R. McCarthy. tween liberal Republicans and northern
Under cover of the Eisenhower Ad" Democrats is posing a threat to their
ministration's return to cold war the control.
Eastland crowd and their associates in
BLUEPRINT FOR REACTION
the Senate, the House and the execuThe annual report of the Internal
tive branch of the Government are lay- Security subcommittee, broken up into
ing a thorough groundwork for the a dozen individual pieces this year so
rex IA al of thought control.
It could capture more headlines, presents a blueprint for action anticipated
by Eastland and his staff. Here are
some of the recommendations contained
in the report:
•A law to bar any person declared
to be a "Government risk" from any
employment on US programs, whether
In a sensitive job or not. This is an
outright bid for support of the antiSupreme Court faction on Capitol Hill.
The high court held last year that
security risks can be barred from employment only in sensitive jobs.
* The same section of the subcommittee report recommended also, moves
to eliminate persons known to have
committed subversive actions from the
United Nations staff, and laws to (a)
make it a Federal offense for a person
"to enter into collusion with a foreign
government" in order to evade passport regulations of the US; (b) permit
states to enact anti-subversion legislation, and (c) Federal statutes to
-deal with" US "subversives" who work
for an international organization.
HIT AT DIPLOMATS
•An industrial espionage law which
Herman
would "protect" the US from any perStuyve - son who, in the opinion of the Governpensioner,
Is
leer, Local 34 shipsclerks
ment, may some day become a security
the new president of the Bay Area risk.
Pensioners organization. Tim Kelly,
•Legislation to empower Congresalso of Local 34, was elected vice- sional committees to bring aliens into
president and (Lumber) Jack Ryan, of the country to testify against Amerilongshore, Local 10 was re-elected cans who are suspected of subversive
secretary for his second term. Stuyve- activity.
tear is an old timer known to practi•Legislation to force all diplomats
cally everyone on the San Francisco sent to this country to state what "spywaterfront and a man whose devoted ing" activities they have engaged in.
service to the union has long been rec- Of course, this could bring retaliation
ognized. He was one of a committee abroad on US diplomats, but that didn't
of four rank and filers who toured Ea- seem to bother Eastland or his crowd.
•Legislation to deny TASS, the
rope in 1948, sent there by the union
in order to view conditions at first news agency of the USSR, accreditahand and make a report to the mem- tion to news conferences and other
news sources.
bership.

Pensioner Prexy

is Legislation to make any American
who works for a "communist" government or under it, lose his American
citizenship.
In order to put over its program, the
committee has been busy trying to
create national red scares. A long series
of hearings, featuring anti-Communists,
both American and foreign, has developed "testimony" that America, the
most powerful nation in the world, is
In greater danger of being overthrown
from within than ever before. This,
despite the shattering of the Communist party here over the Hungarian
slaughter and the de-Stalinization/campaign.

Fund Party for Auxiliary Delegates
WILMINGTON — Funds for the expenses of delegates to the ILWU Federated Auxiliaries convention in San
Francisco starting April 1 were raised
by Women's Auxiliary 8 by giving an
Italian dinner at the Wilmington Community Center March 9.

Auto Accident Kills
Flynn, Local 94 VP
WILMINGTON—Joint funeral services were held here last week for Allen
IL Flynn, vice president of ILWU Local
94, Foremen's Union, and his wife,
Mabel Marie Flynn, who were fatally
injured in a crash near Barstow when
their car smashed into a heavy trucktrailer.
The tragedy struck during a four-day
vacation en route to Las Vegas.
Highway Patrol officers, reconstructing the accident, said Flynn's car struck
a light truck a glancing blow which
then catapulted his car head-on into
the path of the oncoming tanker truck
and trailer.
Interment of the couple was in
Roosevelt Cemetery.

women of ILWU Auxiliary 2
Aberdeen Dental ProgramThe
Aberdeen, Washington are doing their part in the coastwide union campaign to encourage the children to
take better care of their teeth and to fake every advantage of the dental care
program provided under the welfare plan. Pictured here are, left to right, Dorothy Vekich, newly elected president of Auxiliary 2; Dr. Richard P. Braafladt,
dentist of Aberdeen and Mrs. Hazel Mori, Northwest Area Welfare Director
from Seattle who spoke on the subject of dentistry for children; also shown, Mrs.
Dorothy Curtis, ILWU Federated Auxiliary Treasurer and Max Vekich, secretary of ILWU Local 24. The picture was made by Barney Matson. Also announced by the auxiliary at its last meeting was the new slate of officers for
1957. Aside from Mrs. Vekich, they include Ruth O'Conner, vice-president,
Gladyse Hoover, secretary, Ramona O'Conner, treasurer, Dorothy Godfrey,
marshal; new Trustees are Leona Landsburg, Dorothy Curtis and Betty Drake.
Board members are Violet Biorndahl, Helen Ramiskey and Esther Niemi.
Gladyse Hoover and Betty Johnson were elected delegate and alternate to the
San Francisco convention.
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Here Is Dental Care With Emphasis on Quality

Pictured above is one of the many
dental offices on the Coast providing
care to ILWU children under the
ILWU-PMA Welfare Fund Dental Program. It's the new San Francisco office of Drs. Naismith and Jan, one of
the group practices with which the
Fund has a contract covering care for
children whose families chose the service plan. Dentistry for the children,
with emphasis on quality of care, is a
program which ILWU dock workers
can justly be proud of starting. A pio-

.--Dimpateber photo,

neer effort that's working, the program has drawn national interest. Upper left is the entrance of the service
plan offices at 2364 Geary Boulevard.
Treatment rooms, upper center, all
have colorful murals of San Francisco
scenes. Upper right, Yvonne, Darlene
and Renee Cook are in the playroom
with their father, ILWU Local 10 longshoreman Walter Cook, and their aunt,
Violet Craig. Renee is about to slide
down a roller coaster. There are also
games like shuffleboard, and punching

bags to keep the children entertained.
Center left the Montoya family would
rather read before they see the dentist: they're Ronald at the left, then
Michael with Mrs. Bill Montoya, and
Sandra. Bill Montoya is a Local 10
lodgshoreman, too. In the center, Sandra is going to have an x-ray. To the
tight is the center hall with treatment
rooms on either side:At the lower left
Renee Cook has her teeth examined by
the dentist. Lower right the dentist is
treating Lauren Thomas while her sis-

ter, Terri, inspects what's going on.
Their father is Coast Labor Relations
Committeeman L. B. Thomas. The program includes education for good dental health habits, like careful brushing
between visits to the dentist. The
poster in the waiting room, lower center, is one reminder. ILNA/LI members
and families in the San Francisco area
are welcome to visit the offices at
2364 Geary Blvd. across the sireet
from Kaiser Foundation hospital and
next door to the medical offices.

East Bay Auxiliary Equality Is 'Communistic'
Honors Scientist
Negro History Week was observed
by East Bay ILWU Auxiliary Local 17
at its meeting on February 8 with a
special speaker for the occasion, Miss
Nadine Byrd.
Miss Byrd teaches at the College of
the Holy Names in Oakland and at
- Kaiser Foundation Hospital.
NEW OFFICERS ELECTED
New officers announced by Local 17
for 1957 are: Elizabeth Kanowitz,
president; Susan McKinzie, vice president; A. Geron, secretary, and Janice
MacLeod, treasurer.
Executive Board members-at-large
include Wenonah Drasnin, Jessie Joseph, Marian MacLeod, Barbara Sharwood and Nova Turner,
•

Dixiecrats Plot Delay Of Civil Rights
(From The Dionateher's Kaohinston Bureau)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Chairman
Emanuel Celler of the }louse Judiciary
Committee announced final action on
the Administration civil rights proposals would' begin March 12, as the
Senate Constitutional Rights Subcommittee completed public hearings on
the same legislation.
A vote in the House Committee had
been promised earlier by Representstive CeIler, but was deferred as a result
of Dixiecrat pressure. Representative
Kenneth Keating (R., N.Y.) attacked
the postponement as "part and parcel
of the strategy of delay" being used by
Southern Representatives to block civil
rights action.

Prospects of a long delay in reporting a civil rights bill by the full Senate
Judiciary Committee also loomed.
Southern Senators said they expected
Chairman Eastland to honor their requests for a painstaking review of any
measure approved by the Constitutional
Rights Subcommittee.
it now appears that civil rights hackers will be hard pressed to meet their
Congressional timetable, which calls
for Senate floor action early in April
In order to defeat the Southern filibuster certain to be launched against
civil rights bills.
DIXIECRATS ATTACK RIGHTS
The Senate Subcommittee hearing

closed with blistering attacks by Dixiecrat leaders on the Administration proposal.
The Administration proposal, which
has drawn wide support because it Is
regarded as the only meaningful legislation which can be enacted, contains
these three major provisions:
(I) A bipartisan' commission to investigate alleged violations of civil
rights.
(2) A Civil Rights Division in the
Justice Department.
(3) Additional authority for the
Federal Government to use civil pro..
eedures to safeguard personal and voting rights of minorities.
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I EGISLNTIVE sessions have begun in all the west
coast states and there are many bills in these
legislative hoppers which may put money into your
pocket--or take it out. On the Pacific Coast the
major emphasis of ILWU this year is on increasing
the state benefits up to the $54 a week standard
achieved last year under the Federal Longshoremen's
and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act.
This applies not only to workmen's compensation
but also to unemployment compensation and disability insurance benefits wherever there is such a
program.
When these programs were started, benefits generally were set up to provide about two-thirds of
average wages. Since then, however, wages have risen
over the years and the lagging state benefits now
rarely exceed two-fifths of present wage levels.
ILWU political action groups are also stressing
fair employment practices legislation, safety legislation and minimum wage legislation.
Here is a rundown on the major measures ILWU
will be stressing in each of the Pacific Coast states.
••••

Under A.B. 1008 introduced by Brown and its companion measure S.B. 122 introduced by Senator Regan,
the widow of an industrial accident victim would get
$55 a week until death or remarriage and this would
be hiked to $82.50 if there were two or more de*
pendents.
Extra benefits for dependent wives and children are
provided in Assembly Bill 454, Hawkins, and S.B. 123,
Regan. Under these bills a worker who was temporarily disabled would receive an extra $5.00 ikrhe has
a dependent wife and another $2.50 for each of two
additional dependents.
Workmen's Compensation funeral allowances would
be raised from $400 to $800 under A.B. 338 introduced
by MeHollister, and its companion measure S.B. 219
introduced by Assemblyman Short.
A number of bills broadening the coverage of workmen's compensation are A.B. 453, Hawkins and S.B.
125, Regan, which would include farm workers under
the program, and A.B. 452 and S.B. 126 introduced
by the same authors, which would extend coverage"'to
domestic servants.

Unemployment Insurance

California
HERE IS AN excellent chance that sizeable gains
can be made in Sacramento this year, the entire
labor movement almost without exception is united
behind the key measures described below. Under this
pressure Governor Knight in his message to the State
Legislature came out very strongly for higher benefits in most categories. Besides increases in works compensation, unemployment compensation
and disability kssurance benefits, the Governor also
recommended a fair labor standards law for California, wider coverage for employees under the unemployment insurance system, and greater allowances for widows and other dependents of insured
workers killed in industrial accidents. He also advanced the idea of a life pension for widows continuing until death or remarriage of the beneficiary.

T

Workmen's Compensation
The key measure in workmen's compensation for
ILWU members in California is A.B. 451 introduced
by Assemblyman Hawkins and its companion bill
S.B. 131 introduced by Senator Regan.
These measures will raise workmen's compensation benefits up to a maximum of $55 a week. It is
now $40 for temporary disability and $35 a week for
permanent disability.

Insurance fund which Is available to finance improvements in this program. Even Governor Knight admitted in his message to the Legislature that these
benefits should be raised, particularly since the benefits are financed by the workers themselves.

Disability Insurance
The major bills have been introduced by Assemblyman Beaver with comparison measures Introduced by
Senator Harold Johnson.
The key bill here is A.B. 233 and S.B. 183 which
would raise disability insurance benefits to $55 a
week. A.B. 236 and S.B. 182 would raise disability insurance hospital benefits to $15 a day for 15 days.
The present hospital benefit is $10 a day for 12 days.
A.B. 235 and S.B. 186 would pay disability benefits
for the first seven days if disability lasts more than
one week.
A.B. 234 and S.B. 185 would pay up to six weeks
of disability benefits in cases of pregnancy.
There are two measures in the hopper which might
well cripple the whole disability insurance program.
&B. 1313 introduced by Senator Desmond would
destroy the state disability insurance system entirely
and supplant it with a system such as they now have
In Workmen's Compensation, where it is all done
through private insurance 'companies. This is probably a bill to
help the insurance companies
siphon off profits from our disability insurance pay deductions.
A.B. 1946 introduced by Assemblyman Geddes would change
the application form for disability insurance so tliat the employer as well as the sick worker
and the doctor would have to fill
out the form. This would not
only delay getting benefits but
there's no reason any employer
should have his hands' on a program financed by the workers
alone.

The key unemployment insurance measures have
been introduced by Munnell and others on the Assembly side with coMpanion bills
introduced in th6 Senate by
Miller.
The key unemployment insurance bill in California is A.B. 678
and S.B. 869. This bill would increase benefits from $33.00 to
$55. Dep-endents benefits of $5.00
.for a dependent wife and $2.50
for each of two additional dependents is proposed under A.B.
693 and S.B. 877,
A.B. 688 and S.B. 870 would
repeal the vicious merit rating
system and requite all covered
employers to pay a uniform 2.7%
payroll tax.
A.B. 692 and S.B. 875 would
pay for the first week of unemployment if the period of unemployment lasts more than one
week.
A.B. 689 and S.B. 874 extend
coverage to employees of nonprofit organizaticins; A.B. 690
As the ruler shows, the volume of
and S.B. 872, to domestic workCalifornia Assembly bills is 17 inches
ers and A.B. 691 and S.B. 876
thick and the volume of Senate bills
to agricultural workers.
is II inches thick. To date there are
more than 7,000 separate bills and
There happens to be about a
hundred million dollars in unresolutions embracing more than 10
spent reserves in the disability
million words.

Fair Employment
Practices
The key meastires in California
are A.B. 7, Burthn and A.B. 2000
introduced by Assemblyman
Hawkins and 42 other assemblymen, and S.B. 1253 introduced
by Senator Richards. These bills
would establish a fair employment practices commission in the
State of California modeled after
that of New York State. A much
•
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weaker measure Is A.B. 3148 introduced by Assemblyman Hawkins. Under this bill a person denied a job
solely because of his age, sex, race or religion would
be guilty of a misdemeanor.
A.B. 2690 introduced by Assemblyman Beaver proposes to study the problem elaborately under a State
Civil Rights Commission. This is clearly a bill designed to postpone decision on the issue-by continuing
to study the question. Assembly Bill 464 would make
It unlawful for any employer to refuse work to an
otherwise qualified person solely on the basis of age.
This would also apply to jobs on public works.

Stokes and Munro. This bill has already passed both
houses and is on the Governor's desk awaiting signature.

Old Age Pensions
There are two important measures. 11.B. 200 raises
benefits to $75 and liberalizes the law in several respects. This bill has passed both houses and is on the
Governor's desk. H.B. 617 brings pensioners and
widows under the Industrial Insurance Act.

Minimum Wage
A California minimum wage of $1.25 an hour is
proposed in a number of bills including A.B. 245 (Burton and others); A.B. 222, O'Connell; S.B. 459, Richards; and S.E. 1755, Miller.

Longshore Safety
An important safety measure for ILWU is introduced by Assemblyman Vince Thomas of San Pedro.
His bill, A.B. 537, would write into the California
Safety Code the safety standards now in effect in the
State of Washington for longshore, stevedore and
waterfront warehouse operations.

Washington
THE LEGISLATIVE session is in full swing in
Olympia. The Joint Labor Lobby there .and the
veteran ILWU Legislative Representative for the
State of Washington, Frank M. Andrews, are pushing
a number of key measures. The lobby represents all
banches of organized labor; AFL-CIO; Mine-Mill, and
United Mine Wo'rkers.

- Workmen's Cornpensation
The number one measure is House Bill 267 introduced by Rosenberg, King and Rasmussen which
would increase Washington Workmen's Compensation
benefits all down the line. For example, the maximum
monthly disability benefits would be raised to $246.
At the present time the state pays a maximum of
$185 in cases of temporary total disability and $200
in cases of permanent total disability. This bill has
Passed the house by a vote of 87 to 4, the senate by
a vote of 32 to 16 and is now on the Governor's desk
for signature.

Oregon
T THE Oregon
.State Capitol in Salem, things are
really popping, reports Ernie Baker, the ILWU
Legislative Representative for the Columbia River
District Council.
The most vicious bill introduced so far is 1-1.B. 483.
This union-busting measure makes it a crime if two
or more persons "conspire" "to prevent another from
exercising a lawful trade or calling, or doing Uny
other unlawful act by -force, threats, intimidation or
by interfering or by threatening to interfere with
tools, implements, or property belonging to or used
by another or with the use or employment thereof
." This bill, now in the House Judiciary Committee,
was authored in the Office of the Oregon AttorneyGeneral, Robert Y. Thornton. It may be that Thornton,
whom the AFL's Committee on Political Education
did not support last fall, may not understand all the
possibilities of his brain child, but the employers
certainly do.
It is easy to imagine what some anti-union state
officials would do to any ILWU group on strike if
this law was on the books. The Strike Committee, the
Executive Committee or any committee of the Union
could be deemed part of this vague web of "conspiracy." Even union -attorneys could be included in
the "conspiracy" for discussing ways and means of
keeping workers out of jail.
Another bill from the same source, House General
Resolution 17 tries to gut the fifth amendment by
chanling the State Constitution.
Another attack takes the form of House Bill 318
introduced by Representative Shirley Field, which
would "regulate" welfare funds in Oregon, despite the
fact that there are already sufficient laws on the
books to take care of the comparatively few examples
of mis-management of such funds. This bill would not
Only increase the costs of such funds to finance a new

A

state bureaucracy, but allows suits which might milk
the funds, all at the expense of benefits to I he
members.
ILWU is supporting memorials to the National Congress for the construction of the John Day and High
Hells Canyon Dams by the federal government in
order that the people of the Northwest can get cheaper
power, and get into position to aft ract industry. The
estimated cost of power to the consumer by the federal dams is around 2/
1
2
, to 31 S mills. Idaho Power,
which was okayed by McKay when he was Secretary of
the Interior to build three small dams, says that they
can put out power for from 6 to 7 mills. None of these,.
small dams would be adequate to supply power for
half of the region they are siApposed to cover.
Another step backward has already been beaten in
Oregon. The sixth attempt to foist a sales tax on
Oregon has been defeated. This is the fifth time the
people have voted against the sales tax in Oregon in
the last 16 years.
On the positive side there are several key measures.

Workmen's Compensation
House Bill No. 450, introduced by Representative
Klemson at the request of the Oregon State Labor
Council would raise workmen's compensation benefits
about 35 per cent. Even after this increase, however,
the benefits would still be short of the federal standard in the Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers Compensation Act.

Unemployment Compensation
In Oregon, S.B. 63 is labor's unemployment insurance bill. Besides boosting the payments about 10 per
cent, it would remove some of the most `unreasonable
restrictions in the present law. One of these jokers,
new on the books, eliminated some 13 thousand from
the rolls, The bill would also take the operation of the
law, out of the hands of the present corimission and
place it under one director.
The unions in Oregon are supporting bills to repeal
the Relative Responsibility Act and several bills of
special interest to longshoremen. For example, Senate
Joint Memorial No. 2 asks Congress to authorize
deepening of the ship channel from the mouth of the
Columbia to Portland and Vancouver. This would permit heavier tonnage to enter the river and would
facilitate a proposed plan to send big tankers off the
shipways at Vancouver. There are also rneaaures on
the building AA a Trans-Columbia Bridge at Astoria;
one providing funds for a survey and the other appropriating money for the construction of the bridge contingent upon similar action by the Washington Legislature. These bills were introduced by Representative
William Holtristrom, who was supported by Labor.

Unemployment Insurance
The Joint Labor Lobby's number two bill is H.B.
574 introduced by Gallagher, Berneth *Ind Sanderson.
This bill would raise the maximum employment insurance benefit from $35 to $40 a week. The bill is
liberalized in addition by basing the benefits on the
highest quarterly earnings made in the worker's base
Period. It passed the house 66 to 32 and is now in
the senate.

Safety
An important ILWU measure, H.B. 287 was introduced for ILWU by Mr. Rasmussen. This bill, which
Is called the Washington Hazardous Substances
Labeling Bill, requires the clear labeling of all dangerous and poisonous materials handled in the State.
It has passed the house 92 to 0.

Collective Bargaining
Two other measures okayed by the Joint Labor
Lobby are the anti-injunction bill, H.B. 242 introduced
by Weclkind and King, and its companion bill, H.B.
241, calling for compulsory collective bargaining.
This measure applies the anti injunction law to all
groups hired by the state, county or municipal governments with the exception of policemen, firemen, public officers and government employees.
The other measure is H.B. 377 introduced by Hansen and Mast which sets up compulsory collective bargaining and arbitration if necessary for all state,
county, city and employees of other political subdivisions.
All of these bills have passed the house and are
now in the Senate Rules Committee.

Fair Employment Practices
The Washington State FEP measure okayed by the
State Labor Lobby is H.B. 25 introduced by Dore,

The Washington State Labor Lobby represents all organized labor, with all the unions working together. Left
to right, standing, Smith Troy, Teamsters representative, Joe Davis, ?fate AFL legislative representative,
Frank M. Andrews, ILWU representative and Jim Fadling, representative for the International Woodworkers of America. Seated, Sam Nicholls, United Mine Workers, Ed Weston, president of the AFL State Council
and Harold Slater, CIO State Council.
•
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Alaska Bill
Is Accorded
Good Sendoff
(1 FtPiti

iieDisp:Iteher'N

The Banana
Differential
Out in East

lAwshington ltureaul

WAsmNGTON, D. C. — The Alaska
statehood bill got it; best sendoff in
years this week before a House subcommittee opening the latest in a series
of Congressional hearings on the subject of bringing the northern Territory
and Hawaii into the Union.
interior Secretary Fred A. Seaton,
fulfilling earlier promises, came out
four-square in favor of immediate
statehood for Alaska. His statement
was backed up by a similar endorsement from the Department of Defense.
Speaking for the military, which long
has opposed outright statehood for
Alaska, General Nathan Twining, acting chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, declared: "Theefime is ripe for
Alaska to become a state."
FIRST "'STRONG EXPRESSION"
This joint stand was hailed by Delegate E. L. (Bob) Bartlett as the first
"strong expression" in support of statehood by the Eisenhower Administration, "It will help our chances considerably," he predicted.
The first Eisenhower Administration
favored immediate statehood for Hawaii. but double-talked on the question
of Alaska, largely under pressure from
the military. This stand was regarded
as a bie factor in the defeat of statehood legislation in the 83rd and 84th
Congress.
The new Administration position
contained one qualification, a proposal
that 276,000 of the Territory's 586,000
square miles could later be "withdrawn" for military use should the defense situation require it. This area
embraces the extreme northwest portion, but excludes Bristol Bay, where a
large salmon fishery is located.
While eritital of the withdrawal request, Bartlett stated he is confident
this problem can he worked out to the
satisfaction of the people in the Territory and, therefore, should not be considered a major obstacle.

Tax Relief?

(Special to The Dispatcher)

.
PaInfing By Longshoreman

13
member Connor Everts, who
is an internationally known artist, is currently being shown at the San Francisco
Museum in the San Francisco Art Association's 76th Annual Painting and Sculpture Exhibition. Mr. Everts, a holdman (Card number 2896) has exhibited in
London and Mexico, where he was assistant to the noted Mexican artist, David
Alfaro Siqueiros on the Social Security Hospital mural. Everts was recently appointed director of Exodus, a cooperative art gallery in San Pedro and is registered in the Archives of Contemporary Art in Venice, Italy. He is also exhibiting five paintings in a travelling show for the Association of Western Museum
Directors, which opened this month in 'Stockton and will close atoStanford University. This show is called "Five by Five." Among the many honors and prizes
won by longshoreman Everts are: two paintings selected for purchase in the
,1957 competition at the Long Beach Art Center; prize winner at the Los
Angeles Annual Artists Exhibition: cash award at the National Orange Show,
San Bernardino; honorable mention in the current Juried Show at the Palos Verdes Gallery.

Cost of Car
Should Be
Deductible Local 6 Signs
(From The DI?opittchWo Wa*hintton Bureau)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Senator
Thomas Kuchel, California Republican,
has introduced legislation to permit
workers to deduct from their income
taxes at least part of the cost of transportation to and from their jobs. •
The bill, S. 1506, would allow an individual to deduct expenses, not in excess of $100, incurred in each taxable
year for use of an automobile or other
means of tea% el in going to and from
his home to a place of employment.
Senator Kuchel said that the $100
allowance "would generally correspond
to the automobile expense already allowed as a deduction for sales people
and some professional groups using
their cars in regular business."
Under present incomeitax provisions
a worker who drives his auto to and
from work cannot deduct any expenses
for such job-connected transportation.
However, an insurance salesman, for
example, is entitled b law to deduct
from his taxable income a business
expense item which covers such cost.
The California lawmaker pointed to
the growing migration of workers to
urban areas as a strong argument in
favor of his bill.

Local 6 Needs Those Badges
SAN FRANCISCO —Sam Barren of
ILWU Local 6 has requested The Dispatcher to publicize the fact that somebody borrowed a set of committee
badges from Local6 and never returned
them. Barren says the badges are urgently needed for the Local 6 Annual
Ball on April 6 and should be returned
before April 1.

—Thkpateher Ph of o.

New Contract
At Harley Co.
SAN FRANCISCO — A contract
covering approximately forty-five
Workers at the Charles Harley Company was signed this week with 1LWU
Warehouse Union, Local 6, calling for
a wage increase of ten cents an hour
for men and eight cents an hour for
women, retroactive to December 1,
1956.
The contract Includes new and old
provisions, providing for hiring hall
protection for the workers, union security, a Monday - through - Friday work
week, a 1,000-hour vacation qualification, eight holidays (one of which is
the anniversary, date of employment),
cumulative sick leave up to 80 hours
plus several other items.
Because of the seasonal nature of the
women's work, an increase of six cents
an hour was written into the contract
for them, in lieu of holidays.
Originally the workers at Charles
Harley were members of Local 50, Mine,
Mill and Smelter Workers, but they
recently voted to join Local 6, ILWU.
The change-over to Local 6 from Local
50 was reached by mutual agreement
and on an amicable basis.
Contract negotiations were handled
by Joe Muzio and Swan Carlson; the
plant committee was headed by C. W.
Williams, chief steward. J. R. (Bob)
Robertson of the international assisted.
The contract runs to December 1,
1957.

This painting, by Local

Pre-Convention
Committee Named
SAN FRANCISCO—lb/YU President Harry Bridges this week appointed the following delegates to
the 12th Biennial Convention preconvention committee:
Frank Andrews, Local 47; Charles
Becker, Local 34; Alfred Caplan,
Local 26; Charles Duarte, Local 6;
Gordon Giblin, Local 13; George
Price, Local 19; Antonio Rania, Loal 142; Robert Rohatch, Local 10;
Charles Ross, Local 8; Henry
Schmidt, Local 10.

• NEW YORK — Longshoremen have
succeeded hi eliminating the banana
differential in North Atlantic ports.
Negotiations now undfr way between
the ILA and the United Fruit Company
and the Standard Fruit Company covering operations in North Atlantic
ports hive agreed to the elimination
of the 10-cent per hour differential in
New York in two installments of 5
cents each.
In Baltimore, where the differential
was 35 cents per hour, the rates will
be brought up to the General Cargo
rate with,a 23-:cent per hour increase
this year and a 12-cent per hour increase next year. These increases are
in addition to the 18-cent per hour general increase already negotiated in the
General Cargo agreement.
LEAFLETS DISTRIBUTI4.11)
The major banana ports in the North
Atlantic are New York and Baltimore.
New York roughly handles about 12,000,000 stalks per year and Baltimore
about 5,000,000. In other ports where
bananas in small quantities are mixed
with general cargo the banana differential has never applied.
In 1955, when the last agreement was
signed covering bananas, there was a
series of strikes, slowdowns and stoppages frorri the banana handlers, who
felt they were entitled to the General
Cargo rate. They were unsuccessful in
their efforts to win this demand at that
time.
During the NLRB election between
the ILA and the IBL both Teddy Giesson, general organizer, and Fred Field,
secretary-treasurer of Local 856, promised the banana men that their demands
would not be forgotten. This issue was
also brought to the fore as part of the
ILA's demand for coastwise bargaining.
Leaflets on the subject were distributed throughout the entire Atlantic and
Gulf coasts. Rank and file banana handlers had also indicated that United
Fruit and Standard would be in for
trouble all over the coast if the differential was not eliminated.
PRESSURE WAS GREAT
The pressure was so great that
United Fruit had not brought any
banana ships in for diAcharge at its
Weehawken terminal until the issue of
the banana differential was settled.
Neither United Fruit or Standard belong to the New York Shipping Association or the Baltimore Steamship
Trade Association, They thus required
special agreement.
The banana differential still exists in
the South Atlantic and Gulf ports. The
General Cargo rate is $2.60 per hour
and the banana rate is $2.25 per hour.
The largest banana port in the United
States is New Orleans.
Banana handlers in Southern ports
are usually organized in separate locals
from the longshoremen. It is expectedthat these increases will have some
bearing on the banana handlers in both
Mobile and New Orleans.

Bureaucrats Rebuked by
Labor for Bad Manners
SAN FRANCISCO — A resolution
unanimously passed by the San Francisco Labor Council criticizing the California State Department of Employment for its policies and attitudes that
"operate to the disadvantage or harm
of working people" was also adopted by
-the executive board of ILWU Warehouse Union, Local 6, at its February
meeting.
The resolution sharply criticizes the
Department of Employment because of
a standard practice by the staff of not
providing assistance to applicants who
have to fill out complicated forms.
"The staff personnel," says the statement," not only refuse but are forbidden
to help the applicants fill out these
forms; the applicant himself, who may
be foreign horn, of limited education, or

simply confused by the battery of complicated forms, is solely responsible for
any errors ... and may be criminally
prosecuted for such errors or may lose
benefits to which he is entitled."
Another abuse noted in this resolution is the attitude taken by many State
employees that most people are dishonest. Rather, says the Labor Council,
the Department of Employment's "policies, attitudes and procedures should
be based on the principle .. that the
great majority of people are honest ..."
The Department of Employment was
asked to recognize its primary obligation to the working people and to devote
its time and staff to providing service
to honest, hard-working men and
women seeking benefits which are
rightfully theirs by law.

March 15, 1957

ILWU Warehousing

Potato chip manufacture is a continuous belt operation from the
raw potato to the packaged chips. The potatoes are peeled and
sliced by a machine, washed by a machine, carried by a belt
through the cooking process and packaged by machines with some
aid from human hands. The pictures above were taken at the Laura
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26. Potato Chips

Scudder Blue Bird plant in Oakland. The workers are members
of the Oakland Division of ILWU Local 6. The potato chips are
packaged on the same day on which they are cooked and reach the
consumer fresh, crisp and tasty.
tc her photos.

Fishermen Lose Tuna Fight, Win Friends In Congress
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Bureau)

WASHINGTON, D. C. Fishermen
have drawn a blank from the Treasury
Secretary in their campaign against
Imports of cheap tuna, but met with
better treatment en Capitol Hill in
other phases of their demands for Government help.

A long-standing complaint by West
Coast fishermen that Japanese frozen
tuna was being dumped in this country
has been formally dismissed by the
Treasury Department. The dismissal
came after a five-month investigation,
under the Anti-Dumping Act, into

charges that tuna was being sold here
at less than fair value prices.
Meanwhile, Senator Magnuson and
Representative Bonner teamed up to
Introduce identical bills calling for additional protection to fishermen operating in foreign waters, principally

Central and South American tuna
grounds and the Gulf of Mexico shrimping area.
The bills, S. 1488 and H.R. 5526,
Would strengthen existing legislation
designed to protect fishermen_ against
seizure of their vessels.
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Local 6 Convention Recommends 25 Cent Wage Increase
,F-4YrfsO11114
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—Dispatcher Photos

These two pictures taken from the stage of the auditorium at ISO Golden Gate
Avenue on March 2 indicate the size and interest of the local's biggest annual
convention in history. More than 700 delegates attended from the various warehouses throughout the Bay Area. The delegates heard and approved a report on

NLRB Hearing
For Fishermen
Will Continue

the local's success in integrating minority groups and voted to demand a 25
cent hourly wage increase this year. The demand will be submitted to the various unit membership meetings. The delegates heard addresses by Mayor
Chr-istopher • of San Francisco and Mayor Rishell of Oakland.

58 Stevedores
- Initiated by
— Local 13

A Teamster View

SAN PEDRO
NLRB hearings on
ILWU Local 33's petition for a representation election among this harbor's
fishermen is continuing, it was announced by Local 33 Secretary-Treasurer John Royal last week.
Hearings on unfair labor practice
charges against boat-owners and the
AFL-CIO Seine & Line Fishermen have
been postponed indefinitely, Royal said,
because of the lengthy testimony being
given in the representation hearing.
Labor Board Examiner Karl Filter
his already heard testimony by former
Local 33 secretary Anthony Sokolich,
Mason Case, Mel Vitalich and several
other representatives of the fishing industry, speaking on the roAru petition.

WILMINGTON — Fifty-eight I.D.'s
were initiated into full ILWU membership at the March 7 meeting of Local
13. Approximately 150 new I.D.'s will
be added to the local's list within the
next 30 days.
All I.D.'s are required to tttend at
least one Stewards' Council meeting a
month, and the* cards are stamped to
show attendance.
"The Stewards' Council meetings are
ideal for anyone interested in learning
the working rules, safety rules and in
learning the basic principles of good
trade unionism," 'Local 13 President
Bill Lawrence said.
Meetings are the second and fourth
Mondays of each month, at the Union.
Hall, at 7:30 p.m.

Tragedy

Local 26 Membership Increasing
LOS ANGELES — Membership in
ILWU Local 26 increased by an even
hundred during the first two months
of the year. These divide into 51 in the
Drug division, 31 in Scrap, ten in Miscellaneous Warehousing, six in Bag and
two in Milling.
•
Negotiations Start at Friedman Bag
LOS ANGELES — Negotiations for
Improved vacation dates and a checkoff for the local's credit union have
been opened by ILWU Local 26 at
Friedman Bag.

SF Gang Boss
Is Slain by
Longshoreman
SAN FRANCISCO —Joseph (Red)
Leary, 39, a night gang boss, was
shot and killed during the early morning
hours of March 9 by Nicholas Gorshen,
56, a longshoreman. Both were members of ILWU Local 10.
According to reports, Leary attempted to send Gorshen home because
he said he was drunk on the job and
In no condition to perform his work.
A fist fight followed and,according to
Gorshen's statement to the police "The
man I shot knocked me down and then
put the boots to me."
Gorshen is alleged to have gone to
his home after he was treated for injuries to his face at the Harbor Emergency Hospital and obtained a gun
which he concealed so well that three
harbor policemen were unable to find
it when they searched him.
The shooting occurred RA Leary
and Local 10 Business Agent Walter
Nelson approached Gorshen and the
policemen in front of Pier 29. Gorshen
pulled his concealed gun and pulled the
trigger.
The bullet nicked Nelson's arm and
struck Leary in the abdomen. Leary
died minutes after the shooting from
a severed artery in his stomach.
Several hours later at city prison, the
local press reported Gorshen saying he
was sorry to hear of Leary's death.

Will If Clean Or Just Smear?
—Southern California Teamster

12 More Dockers on
ILWU-PMA Pension
SAN FRANCISCO—Twelve more
TL1ArU dock workers were retired on
the ILWU-PMA PENSION on March
1, 1957, Henry Schmidt, Pensian Director announced last week. They
are:
Local 10: Mat George Blazick,
George Flanagan, Sebastian Kiendl,
Charles Nelson and John M. Pedersen ; Local 13:Wiley Murray and John
R. Turnblom; Local 19: William J.
Ezard and Carl Highland; and Local
24: Matt Laine.
William Hammell (Local 13) retired as of January 1, 1957, and
Harry H. Pollen (Local 8) retired
as of February 1, 1957, it was announced.

Local 13 Names
Its Delegates
WILMINGTON
ILWU Local 13
delegates to the April International
Convention will be Ernie Adams, Bill
Bluhm, Nate DiBiasi, Adrian Finch,
Gordon Giblin, George Kuvakas, Bill
Lawrence, Dewey Long, Ben McDonald
and Carl M. Walter.
In the same election, the membership
defeated an amendment to the local's
constitution that would have charged
a $1.0 non-attendance fine.

Bill to Aid
Transport
To Alaska

(From The Dispatcher's Washington Bureau)

WASHINGTON, D. C. At the request of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Senator.Warren Magnuson has
Introduced a bill to give the ICC authority to regulate all forms of transportation between the States and Alaska,
and within the Territory itself.
The bill, S. 1443, grows out of hearings undertaken by Senator Magnuson
in 1955. This investigation turned up
widespread complaints over rate-fixing
practices by the Alaska Railroad, trucking concerns, and shipping lines operating between Seattle and the Territory.
Under the bill, regulation of all ship,
truck and rail transportation would be
centralized in the ICC. At present the
Alaska Railroad is subject only to the
authority of the Department of Interior, and regulation of other transport systems is divided among severalGovernment agencies.
Senator Magnuson indicated that the
—Dispatcher Photo.
bill will require a searching study to
One of the many
determine if it will meet the demands
speakers before the
raised in his hearing for an adequate
transportation system between the Ter- Local 6 Conventidn on March 2 was
ritory and the States, and within the ILWU Vice President and Director of
Organization J. R. (Bob) Robertson.
Territory, at reasonable rates.

Speaker
•

March

5, 1957
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Warehousemen Demand 25c
hat a pictorial brochure be composed
(Continued from Page 1)
at'the highest point on record.. .. The on the order of the "Family of Man
big lie which is being peddled in our Exhibit"—to be a sort of "Family of
country these days is that spiralling Local 6" idea, to show the kind of
prices come about from wage increases. integration that exists in this union;
... This is a lot of phony propaganda the union should play a leading role
to cover up the reeord-breaking profits in the development of fair employment
which American corporations are mak- practices in the cut ire community; and
all divisions of Local 6 should ,set up
ing as a result of boosting prices."
FEP committees to continue and imUNION MUST BE STRONG
-Explaining how the profiteering pic- prove the work of integration.
NO DUES INCREASE
ture relates to the .union, Duarte
pointed out that in an inflationary
Other convention actions included the
situation, wage demands are aimed at adoption of an expanded budget to
simply holding even.
meet higher costs of doing business,
"Prices are going up so fast that but without increasing dues.
workers must have wage increases just
A motion was adopted to divert 25
to maintain the standard of living, not 'cents out of each 50 cents presently
to improve it. But if we expect to hold
allocated to the Reserve Fund in order
our own we have to be sure the, union
to Meet the request of the International
•
s
remains strong."
union for an increase in per capita—
Remaining strong, said Duarte, providing this increase is voted on by
means not only organizing new firms the April convention, and concurred in
but reorganizing plantS which have by a majority of the ILWU membermoved or have been split into sections ship.
through decentralization. 1-ie also spoke
of the serious problems of shrinking
membership due in large part to this
• decentralization and also to the introduction of new machines and new
(Continued from Page 3)
processes.
UNION IN GOOD SHAPE
Since 1944, it is a fact that whenIn the President's ileport, Duarte ever the union has been able to prove
stressed that with all the problems discrimination, both the Association
facing workers, "this annual conven- and independent employers have imgood
tion of Local 6 finds our union
mediately moved to correct the situashape. Looking back over the past tion. In several cases, management
twelve months, we can be generally supervisors were actually discharged in
proud of our record and of the job done order to enforce Section 13 of our agreeby the membership,."
ments.
Concerning the'job facing the union,
the President said: "We have to agree
among ourselves what the key tasks
are which face us in our contract opening and then develop a program to
mobilize the union to get the best pos- THE SURVEY which serves as the
sible results out of the negotiations
basis of this report was made by
which will soon be under way."
members of the committee with the
WAGE PROPOSAL ADOPTED
assistance of the stewards. The two
The wage proposal adopted by the minority groups covered by this report
convention was:
arc Negro and Mexican-American. The
Basic Wages — 25 cents across the statistics with respect to Negro memd"
board.
bervre quite, accurate;and precise: the
Classifications: (a) Additional 3 per
statistics
with regard to the Mexicancent on all rated jobs in contracts and
American membership in this report
addenda.
(b) On combination jobs, pyramid are a rough approximation, primarily
due to the difficulty of identification.
differentials.
(e) On the question of area parity It should also be noted that the main
on skilled anti maintenance jobs it was fight of the union to eliminate disrecommended that (1) a survey he crimination against minorities
made to determine application of parity around the issue of Negro discriminaprinciples, with a guaranteed retroac- tion, because integration of Negroes, by
tive date of June I, 1957, and (2) that reason of historical factors, met with
there be a change in classification de- the most resistance from all sources. It
scriptions.
was the feeling of the unia that if dis(d) Order fillers receive, after one criminatory practices against Negroes
year, 5 cents above the base rate could be eliminated, all minorities
(where, progressive rates exist)..
would achieve a victory. This . belief
The vacation proposal was: Three
seems
to have been justified by the refour
service;
after
5
years'
weeks
weeks' vacation after 20 years' service. suits accomplished.
INTEGRATION REPPRT ACTION
The total number of members covered
The report on the integration of In this survey is 5,426 in the San Franminority groups on the job and in the cisco, Oakland, and Redwood City diunion was received with the greatest visions, or approximately '78c,'
( of all
enthusiasm. The report had been or- members having seniority in these didered the year before and took most visions. (Only members holding seniorof the year to study and compile. The ity were surveyed.) These members
recommendations (fully covered in the
are employed in 230 houses (including
text on page 3) called for continuous
terminal men and weighers and strapconsultation to keep strengthening the
Of this
unity of racial and national groups frees on "A" and "B" lists).
within the union; a recommendation number, 28% are Negro, and 11% are
Mexican-Americans.
The survey revealed that Negroes
hold 29 per cent of all rated jobs (those
above the base rate), and MexicanAmericans hold II per cent of such jobs.
There are some houses where the preponderance of the members employed
are Negro' and/or Mexican-American.
In some of these warehouses, it would
appear that the bulk of the jobs are of
an onerous and obnoxious nature.
The survey reveals that :15 per cent
of the warehouses reporting have Negro
stewards and 5 per cent of the houses
have Mexican-American stewards.
The election of stewards in most
warehouses, particularly large ones, is
usually' competitive, with Negro and
white members running for the position. It is gratifying, therefore, to note
that such a. large number of Negro
members have been elected to positions
Secretary of the
Local 6 Conven- of stewards. Many Negroes hold chief
lion March 2 was Secretary-Treasurer stewardships in the largest ‘varehouses
Richard Lynden of the Local. He re- In the industry, and large numbers of
Negro and Mexican-American members
ported on the budget.

Among the many women delegates attending the Local
6 Convention on March 2 in San Francisco were Alice
Smith and Elaine H. Cross of McKesson Robbins. They were' impressed by the
proceedings..

The Women

ore on Local 6 Integration Report
The value of this study is two-fold:
(1) The positive achievements of the
'union clearly indicated we can be proud
at' our record to date; (2) The weak
spots in the Union are revealed' and
enable us to define and _concentrate on
the elimination of these ‘vealinesses.
One basic conclusion which roust
necessarily be drawn is that constant
vigilance and effort in this field must
be exercised if we are to maintain the
overall good situation accomplished
over the years, and to eliminate remaining discrimination both on the job
and in the union.

Gratifying Results Shown
In Survey of Rated Jobs

tentered
i

Secretary

Here are Some Pi1°mak
To Strengthen Our Unity
• Members of Local 6 throughout the
Union have set an example of unity
and consultation on the job. it is the
President of ILWU
opinion of the committee that this unity
Local 6 and chair- and consultation can and should be
man of its ann ua convention March 2 spread throughout all levels of union
was Charles (Chili) Duarte above.
operation.
• We believe that a pictorial brochure
hold poSitions as department stewards, should be composed on the order of the
and member of grievance committees. recent "Family of Man Exhibit" which
In addition, :both minorities are well
was shown at the California Palace of
represented off the General Executive the Legion of Donor in San Francisco.
Board and Board of Trustees, as well This brochure would be a sort of
as other union commit t ees and as "Family of Local 6" idea, revealing
delegates to the ILWU Disiricir Council. pictorially the kind of integration that
exists among our members on the job,
at union membership meetings, and
during leisure hours.
• We should participattr'aciively in the
continuing fight for the Fair EmployHE STUDY and survey in the San ment Practice proposal in all areas of
Francisco and Oakland Divisions of community life. It is our opinion that
Local 6 show that the union has made a an "FE?" trade union conference should
big advance in the field of integraSiozi be arranged either on the initiative of
Negro community leaders or through
of members of minority groups, both
the Committee for Equal Job Opporon the job with respect to hiring and
opgrading, and in the union with re- tun it ies for the purpose of guaranteeing
spect to stewards, members of the Ex- that minorities will not be discrimiecutive Board, and Board of Trustees nated against in respect to job opportunities.
and on the various union committees.
* All divisions of the local should set
However, the survey also reveals con- up FE? committees to continue and imspicuous weaknesses. Only one Negro prove the work of integration.
(San Francisco Division) has been
elected to a-full-time office, and this
brother was not re-elected. In other
Seattle Monument:
areas, however, such as selection of
Health and Welfare Director, and in
'Tower of Hope9
staffing the offices of all divisions, and
Fronk The Dispatcher's Washington Bureau)
in the recent appointment of organizer
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Senator
from the Redwood City Division, a subWarren G. Magnuson is encouraging
stantial amount of progress should be.
a move originating in Seattle to build
noted. At the job level, weak situations
a Tower of Hope in the Puget Sound
exist with respect to integration.
area. The- proposal, based on the
Statue of Liberty, calls for an imThose warehouses where the union
posing monument that would symis relatively stronger than in other
bolize the hope of a better life for
houses, where employers are forced to
all'peoples everywhere in this atomic
use the hiring hall, and where compliance with our contracts and policies
Magnuson told the sponsors that
are enforced, little or no discrimination
-such a Symbolic monument would
can be observed. Where upgrading is lei
seem to hold great significance both
seniority, discrimination in promotions
to Seattle's importance as the gateis seldom encountered.
way to the Orient and to the common
Where the union is not strong or
hope for the future shared by all
where the contract is not airtight as
peoples concerned."
to hiring through the hall, or promotion.
The monument, if sufficient supby seniority, and where the membership
port is forthcoming, would be built
is not understanding of the importance
in connection with a World Fair
of this basic policy of the union, we
urged for the Seattle area in 1960.
have discrimination in varying degrees.

Chairman

Survey Shows Strength
—hut Weaknesses as Well

T
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T'S THE USUAL thing to say these
days that the labor movement and
collective bargaining aren't what they
used to be. And that's sure the truth.
On the other hand, it is a lot easier to
think you remember just how it used
to be, and how the old battles were
won, than it is to be certain about what
the score is today, and how the new
and much more complicated labor battles have to be fought to be won in
1957.
Even though labor unions face pretty
much the same kind of problems that
they faced 20 years ago—maintaining
the union, raising wages, improving
conditions, etc. — new techniques and
new methods have to be tailored to fit
the needs of the day. Much that could
be left to chance or which you could
assume would be worked out by the
general militancy of the rank.and file
now has to be recognized in advance
and prepared for in advance.
A strike situation brings all of these
changes and new problems to a head.
It's been a long time since a strike
could be won simply by walking off
the job, putting the economic squeeze
on the boss and then waiting around
for the settlement to drop in your lap.
Arthur A. Rutledge, president of Teamster Local 996 in Hawaii is. shown (fop) addressing
more than one hundred union independent and AFL-C10- union leaders at a
"unify breakfast" held in the Robert Louis Stevenson room atop Honolulu's
swank Princess Kaiulani Hotel. With back to camera is Teamster Organizer
Walter Witcomb. Newton Myagi, secretary-treasurei of ILWU Local 142 is
seated in front of the Hawaiian Flag. Jack W. Hall, ILWU regional director for
Hawaii is shown (bottom) telling the meeting that labor unity will "make Hawaii a better place for our families."

Unify In Hawaii

Unity Breakfast in Hawaii

Amato,independents
Say 'Let's Cooperate'
HONOLULU -- More than one hundred AFL-CIO and independent labor
leaders here recently pledged to "quit
bidding against each other" and to work
together "right down the line on basic
trade union issues."
Meeting over a breakfast of ham 'n
eggs in the Princess Kaiulani hotel at
Waikiki, the unionists heard ILWU
Regional Director Jack W. Hall and
Teamster President Arthur A. Rutledge
agree that "one of the things that have
made it so tough for us is that we
haven't had any real degree of unity.
Originally called by Rutledge for the
purpose of "explaining the strike at
City Transfer Company," the breakfast
was turned into a unity meeting aftm
the teamos reached agreement with the
struck firm.
WIDE REPRESENTATION
Other leaders addressing the gathering were Henry Gonsalves, head of the
Drivers, Helpers, Warehousemen and
Construction Union (Ind.); Joseph
Campo, American Newspaper Guild;
Otto Never, Operating Engineers; Jack
Reynolds, Building Trades Council;
Newton .Miyagi, ILWU Local 142;
Charles Nichols, Carpenters and George
Gibbs of the Hod Carriers.
ILVITti's Hall was loudly applauded
when he told the unionists he was looking forward to the time "when we can
sit dowu like the employers in a common front" in negotiations, lie said the

Answer to Who Said It?'
John S. Coleman, president of the
US Chamber of Commerce, in response to a question on Reporter's
Roundup from Washington, November 18, 1956.

primary intirest of everyone In the
room was to "make Hawaii a better
place for our families; to get a little
bit more out of these bosses."
Rutledge, who picked up the tab for
the food in the name of Teamsters
Local.996, welcomed the labor leaders
by pointing out that labor disunity in
Hawaii has been "a very expensive
luxury."
"Knifing each other In the back," he
added, "and torpedoing each other has
cost us a lot of money."
MILESTONE FOR LABOR
Otto Never of the Building Trades
termed the meeting a "milestone in
political and labor histery in the
Island." He said, the construction
trades "came to Hawaii to stay." Pointing out that an organizing campaign is
currently underway in Honolulu construction industry, Never said his organization is "about ready for a fight...
we want you to fight with us, and when
you get in a fight we'll be there. to help
you,,,
After the two-hour eat 'n meet session ended, Rutledge said he was "confident something will come of it."
Later, in the Hawaii Labor News,
official organ of several Hawaii AFLCIO unions, Rutledge, in a signed
column, said:
"The unity breakfast was a historic
step forward in the march of Labor in
Hawaii. From there we can march onward toward the kind of unity which
will be profitable not only to our members but to the Territory in general."
He credited the ILWU longshoremen,
who refused to cross picket lines In the
City Transfer strike, with being a major
element involved in "bringing the strike
to a successful conclusion."

IT MIGHT sound pretty elementary
to say this, but we have to start at
the beginning. You can't take it for
granted that any membership is prepared and ready to strikd simply because a strike program has been endorsed at a meeting and a few red-hot
speeches were made.
The searching, questioning and testing must be going on all through the
negotiations. The membership has to
be kept informed at every stage of the
changes in the negotiating picture;
they have to follow each step and understand why the union committee
made the moves they did. No situation
can be permitted to harden up without
the membership understanding why,
discussing the alternatives and recognizing the implications of the latest
situation between the union and the
"employer. Similarly no settlement can
be arrived at without the membership
coming right along, every step of the
way.
This is no easy job for the union and
the officials on the negotiating vmmittee. But to take the easy way Out,
to bank on the membership coming
through and toughening up without the
most detailed day-to-day work in advance is so dangerous it can spell
suicide.
We have to recognize that we are
moving into one of the most violent
anti-union periods since the end of
World War II. A mood is growing up
In our country which resembles 1947
and Taft - Hartley — only worse. The

courts, the NLRB, new anti-union legislation, Congressional investigations,
the failure of the AFL-CIO to give any
leadership or to stand for any kind of
a democratic rank and file union program—all of these add up to trouble.
And the employers are smart enough
to see that all of this also adds up to
an advantage for them in collective
bargaining and strike situations.
If the right kind of mobilization and
education goes on before and during
any set of negotiations, if the rank and
file comes along step by step—slow and
painful as it may be to move this way—
steam will be built up behind the nego
tiating committee so that they can determine policies from the point of view
of strength, not weakness.
THERE'S nothing more disastrous
than a situation which runs away
from itself, in which a syike becomes
"inevitable." That's just bad unionism.
Sometimes, with luck, a union can work
Its way out of one of these successfully. But that kind of luck shouldn't
be counted on too often
when It's
needed most it just won't be around.
Nor is it any criticism of a union or
a group of workers if they conclude
that hitting the bricks would be a had
deal in view of all the circumstances.
So long as this decision is a democratic
one and based on the best possible
weighing and measuring of all the
strengths and weaknesses, then the
negotiated deal will be the best possible
one around.
We can't always get what we want,
what we hope for or what we actually
nee4 in some of these situations. On
the other hand if the preparations are
right and the situation hardens, the
right kind of a strike can certainly
bring more of a pay-off than could
be won around the negotiating table.
Finally, regardless of anything else,
each strike must end with the membership united, returning to work with an
ionderstanding and an ability to keep
on fighting.
There are some employers who refuse to believe the facts of life. They're
the ones who force a strike and lose
out; a negotiated settlement would
have been better. But then there are
some union leaders who kid themselves,
too, and think that they're living in the
past when all you had to do was pass
along the word and the members hit
the bricks.
It's a hell of a lot more complicated
to steer the right course. This is not
to say that gains can't be marked up
or strike victories won. But it is to .
say that in 1957 the job is a lot tougher
and it requires more hard work, more
day-to-day contact with the members
and a lot more savvy on the part of
everyone concerned.

International Longshoremen's ic Warehousemen's Union
150 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco 2, California
FINANCIAL STATEMENT AS REQUIRED FOR COMPLIANCE
WITH SECTION 9f OF THE TAFT-HARTLEY ACT—
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1956
Receipts and sources thereof:
Per capita
Dispatcher subscriptions, bound copies
and over-circulation
Miscellaneous
Disbursements and purposes thereof:
Administration
Dispatcher
Research and education
Organization
Publicity
Washington office
Special organization
General defense

$522,041.76
5,478.60
5,573.88
$533,094.24
$213,195.22
65,516.29
46,649.24
103,345.16
35,092.18
17,443.99
45,765.95
3,176.13
$530,194.16

Total Assets$ 43,611.12
11+1 Liabilities
40,261.58 .

